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CARRIER'S HEALTHY BUILDINGS

HEALTHY BUILDINGS:
A CARRIER COMMITMENT
You need a partner who prioritizes health. That's why
Edwards is making buildings across America healthier
from the inside out as part of Carrier's Healthy
Buildings Program. Together, we’re committed to
providing customers with advanced solutions to
deliver safer, more productive building environments.

CONNECT WITH US

A SAFE BUILDING IS A HEALTHY BUILDING
Edwards is committed to helping you create healthier buildings that meet your
needs with solutions to protect people and property. Inspire confidence and create
productive environments thanks to highly capable life safety systems that feature
the most advanced technology available.

SAFE FROM EVERY ANGLE
At our core, products like EST4 life safety systems, Signature Optica™ detectors and
Genesis™ LED notification appliances help keep buildings—and the people inside them—safe.

EST4 Life
Safety Solution

Signature Optica
Detectors

Genesis
LED Series

A highly flexible cutting-edge

Optica detectors use patented
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speakers that are quicker to install

communications platform.

between hazards and nuisances.

and more cost eﬀective to operate
than previous models.

BREATHE EASY
You trust Edwards for all your life safety needs, and you need to be confident that your
indoor air quality (IAQ) is getting the same level of expert attention. That's why Edwards
has formed a strategic agreement with Airthings to provide our partner network with
access to two of their bestselling IAQ products. The Hub for Business and Wave Plus for
Business work in tandem to provide an outstanding overview of indoor air quality
available, so buildings – and their occupants – can stay healthier. Download the brochure
for more information.
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FIND OUT MORE

Wave Plus for Business
Wave Plus for Business is designed to give employers,
facility managers and school administrators full visibility
into all seven key factors of indoor air quality: radon, CO2,
airborne chemicals and odors, humidity, temperature, air
pressure and light. It’s the ideal solution for measuring
IAQ and when paired with The Hub for Business, pushes
your data to the cloud where it is held securely while also
being easily accessible to authorized users.

Wave Plus for Business has been tested and accredited by
the RESET standard for accuracy and is fully approved by WELL,
which can help your building become WELL Health-Safety certified.

The Hub for Business
The Hub for Business is an integral part of the IAQ
Ecosystem. Connect up to 30 battery-operated
devices through Airthings Smartlink, a long-range
and low-power wireless data extraction technology.
This allows devices to be distributed around a large
building, meaning real-time IAQ data is available to
users anytime, anywhere.

CONNECT WITH US
Ready to learn more? Let the professionals at Edwards Fire Safety
help you find smart solutions for healither buildings.
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